Stem cells in the teleost retina: persistent neurogenesis and injury-induced regeneration.
The retina of the adult teleost fish is an important model for studying persistent and injury-induced neurogenesis in the vertebrate central nervous system. All neurons, with the exception of rod photoreceptors, are continually appended to the extant retina from an annulus of progenitors at the margin. Rod photoreceptors, in contrast, are added to differentiated retina only from a lineage of progenitors dedicated to making rods. Further, when the retina is lesioned, the lineage that produces only rods ceases this activity and regenerates retinal neurons of all types. The progenitors that supply neurons at the retinal margin and rod photoreceptors and regenerated neurons in the mature tissue originate from multipotent stem cells. Recent data suggest that the growth-associated neurogenic activity in the retina is regulated as part of the growth hormone/insulin-like growth factor-I axis. This paper reviews recent evidence for the presence of stem cells in the teleost retina and the molecular regulation of neurogenesis and presents a consensus cellular model that describes persistent and injury-induced neurogenesis in the retinas of teleost fish.